


The world is no longer simply volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous. 

The pandemic has created an environment defined by unequalled levels of 

unpredictability: the world has become protean.

In Homer’s Odyssey, Proteus was a Greek divinity who could assume the shape of 

a lion, a snake, a leopard, a tree or even water ; in a protean world, we find protean 

consumers, protean citizens and, as a consequence, protean politicians. To adapt, 

companies will need to become protean too and be able to morph, without losing 

their DNA in the process.

A PROTEAN WORLD

The purpose of this book is to show how a serious game, such as Value Race 

for example, can make it possible to accomplish this tour de force by helping 

people evolve. Experiencing change through play acts as a transcription factor - 

in biological terms - between the company’s DNA on one hand, and new ways of 

working on the other hand. Follow us, as we take you on a journey to prosperity 

and self-reinforcement in this new and challenging environment.

In a protean world, traditional experiential learning cannot follow the pace of 

change which is exponential. Consequently, it is vital to make a step change in 

order to learn to learn faster as per our Exponential Learning™ model below. 

Follow us, as we take you on a journey to self-reinforcement in this new and 

challenging environment. Six stories will illustrate the different steps of our model:

First story In the beginning was the DNA  (play)  p. 12

Second story Detect talents, then set them free  (observe) p. 20

Third story The method comes at the end  (frame)  p. 25

Fourth story Instinct, imagination, courage  (act)  p. 28

Fifth story The benevolent mistake   (master)  p. 29

Sixth story Carried out by the flow   (thrive)  p. 30 
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THE LEARNING PROCESS, 
CHALLENGED

There are five ways to learn: through reflection, arts, training, problem 

solving and play. Historically, problem solving was the first learning 

method used by humans, according to the Experience / Observation / 

Conceptualisation / Experimentation cycle. As soon as humans no longer 

had to spend their entire time looking for food, or sleeping with one eye 

open, came reflection, arts and play. Homo sapiens / Faber / Economicus 

thus also became Homo demens / Ludens / Mythologicus. However, 

with the emergence of farming, training became the primary method of 

learning, as it allows for the transmission of knowledge on a wider scale. 

Traditional learning then gave birth to the excessive standardisation of 

knowledge, just as taylorism did for industrial production. This in turn 

led to the advent of “off the shelf” knowledge - as if using ready-made 

solutions was necessary to succeed. This mindset is still widely present, 

as witnessed by the many management books published every year, 

promising to cover a complex field of knowledge via 10 simple rules, in 

less than 100 pages.

 Learning is the process through which we
 acquire knowledge, by the transformation of
.experience

DAVID KOLB

Then, the rise of  the lean methodology showed that we could 

acquire knowledge thanks to a different,  more personalised way of 

problem solving, through the PDCA (plan / do / check / act) cycle. Its 

most significant drawback lies in the necessary presence in the field. 

It also requires a so-called proximity framework, as well as significant 

time investment on the part of the “lean masters”.

However, the lean approach itself leads to fewer hierarchical levels, 

which also potentially means less supervision. In an environment where 

change is happening faster and access to supervisors is limited, the 

ability to gain and transmit knowledge is then multiplied by ten. Serious 

play then naturally appears as a standard way of learning and solidifying 

knowledge : it combines the best of each method, namely meditation 

(the reflective aspect), creation (the artistic aspect), industrialisation (the 

training aspect), and the lean methodology (i.e. a customised problem 

resolution framework).

“Experiential Learning”, 2014
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PATH OF LIFE

When we face a complex problem, it is always interesting to ask how 

such problems are dealt with by various life forms; this method, named 

biomimicry, has been explained by Janine Benyus in her eponymous 

book. The emergence of vaccines against Covid-19 has popularised a 

scientific term that is both complex and evocative: mRNA (messenger 

RiboNucleic Acid). The RNA is created from DNA (DeoxyriboNucleic 

Acid), in order to make proteins. Here’s how the mRNA works:

The purpose of this example is obviously not to detail this complex 

biochemical reaction, but to suggest a metaphor illustrating the way a 

business works. This biology-inspired analogy has an objective: to show 

how serious games have become one of the most effective ways to truly 

embed the DNA of a business in its new work methods, leveraging its 

ability to adapt continuously to an ever-changing world. By acting like 

the messenger RNA, serious play allows an organisation to quickly and 

efficiently transcript its genes (its DNA) into its operations (just like the 

proteins or polypeptide chains).

To describe this process, we will rely on five lessons that we, at Value 

Games, learned thanks to our professional experience. Serious play can 

help a group of individuals come together ; they will keep this experience 

in their collective memory for a long time, and they will be able to 

transmit this spirit later, which will in turn enrich their company’s DNA.
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LIVING IN THE FLOW

Let us take the example of a sports team that accomplishes its ultimate 

dream, a perfect performance: the famous “benchmark game”. Each 

member of this team will remember the unforgettable moment. 

However, will they be able to reproduce it in the future, through a 

combination of elements that form a “cooking recipe”? If it were possible 

to do so, the same team could reproduce the event over and over … which 

is extremely rare in sports.

 

Philosopher Henri Bergson has called this experiential phenomenon 

“duration”, opposing duration and time. Duration is what an individual 

experiences during a specific timeframe. As this experience is personal 

and unique, each individual goes through it while not being able to 

explain it to its neighbour, even if that other individual also lived it during 

the same timeframe. At the most, we can say that we found time was 

passing slowly or quickly, depending on whether we were bored or 

stressed. Who does not remember a test for which they had a hard time 

and during which time went by quickly? To describe duration, Bergson 

has found a very communicative metaphor: time is to duration what a 

chrysalis is to a butterfly.
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There is a phenomenon akin to duration, called the psychological state 

of flow. We are in a state of flow when the task we need to complete is 

perfectly in line with our skills. If we are too competent for the task at 

hand, we get bored, so we think time passes by slowly. If, on the other 

hand, the task is too hard for our skill-level; we are stressed and we think 

time is passing too quickly. When we are in a state of flow, we do not see 

time passing by, and we are at the peak of our learning capabilities.

That is the reason why serious games put the players in a collective 

state of flow. They enable the participants to live together for the same 

duration, which they will keep in their collective memory, in other words, 

their organisation’s DNA. 

Watching one of our Value Race sessions is proof to this: players seem 

to forget gravity and form, together, a single living organism. This is not 

supernatural. Since Gustave Le Bon and his book “La psychologie des 

foules” (“The Crowd:  A study of the popular mind”), we have learned 

crowds create an entity that has its own personality, often leaning 

towards primitive emotions such as hate or enthusiasm. 

When non-focused, this kind of behavior numbs rational thoughts. In a 

Value Race session, on the contrary, we manage to make the reptilian 

(reflexes), mammalian (instincts, emotions, memory) and neocortical 

(abstraction, thoughts, language) brains work together. They are in 

permanent interaction, which amplifies the learning process tenfold.
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FIRST STORY: IN THE BEGINNING WAS 
THE DNA 

At its inception, a business expands in an entrepreneurial fashion, under 

the impulse of its founders. The mark they leave is not limited to the 

business culture. The culture is in reality an expression of the business’ 

DNA, which also includes many practices and rituals, often non-

written, forming the soul of the company.

At Value Games, many of us have started their career in the Mars group, 

whose culture is strongly expressed in the famous “five principles” . For 

many years, we took part in a daily “product panel”, during which a group 

of people almost religiously gathered around what had been produced 

that day.

No written document could actually transcribe that crucial moment in 

the life of a business: Mars’ DNA goes way beyond the first principle of 

the company (quality). At the same time, many businesses have made 

quality one of the pillars of their culture, without using Mars’ unique 

ceremonial. The difference? In that daily team meeting, there is a ritual 

that gives a clear meaning to the work of each person within the 

collective: continuously creating together a quality product that must 

satisfy the one paying for the team’s salary, namely the consumer.

PLAY
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Whoever has not been part of a Mars product panel can hardly describe 

the spirit. Whoever has not contributed to that production process can 

hardly describe the collective feeling of a job well done when we reflected 

on the work we achieved every day. And this goes for other practices 

that make up Mars’ DNA, as it goes for any business that has managed 

to capture its know-how with this type of ritualised, even sacralised, 

practices. The strength of the soul of a company can be defined, 

among others, by the importance it gives to the Homo Mythologicus 

within its DNA. Mars has excelled in this area, and its biggest challenge 

is to keep this spirit now that its founders, John and Forrest Mars, are no 

longer in charge of the business.

 

Consequently, the central question all companies must ask themselves 

as they grow, including internationally – which implies dealing with 

different cultures - is the following: how to transmit our DNA on a large 

scale, other than by training new people, or exporting the guardians of 

that DNA - a method that will always remain limited in numbers?
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GOOD ARTISTS COPY, 
 GREAT ARTISTS STEAL

Since the dawn of time, and well before humans, the most natural way 

to transmit knowledge has been by mimicking. That is the reason why, 

for mammals, playing in a way that mimics actual life is one way to learn 

without risking to be killed.

Among humans, games only recently became efficient methods of 

training, as they rely on fun and happiness. Indeed, within a rigorous 

moral context, it is assumed that work is a serious thing, while play is 

not. This is only one step away from assimilating play to a distraction 

from the primary objective for which an employee is paid: producing. 

This archaic thinking still lives on, as we still hear some leaders explain 

that play is not real life, in opposition, of course, to the basic operations of 

a company - which represent reality in their Taylorian view of the world.

Within the corporate world, training and companionship, which are 

both a form of imitation, were traditional ways to pass on knowledge:

• The master explains his way of doing things to the apprentice;

• He demonstrates the process in front of the apprentice while asking 

them to observe;

• He then asks the apprentice to reproduce what they have learned 

while watching the master;

• He allows the apprentice to work on their own when he considers 

they have become a professional craftsman - before, one day, the 

apprentice becomes a master himself.
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We easily understand that this noble method of learning can, sometimes, 

be incompatible with our ever-changing world:

• It requires lots of time from the master if he scrupulously follows 

those four steps;

• It spans over a long period;

• Many masters are required at the same time, in order to spread the 

practice to many people, with no impact on the required duration.

It is thus worrying to see that, under the pressure created by accelerating 

change, the notion and the practice of “empowerment” can find 

themselves at opposite poles. Indeed, a manager who has forgotten this 

ancestral way of learning will automatically distribute tasks to his team 

members, without being able to (or willing to) ensure they can actually 

complete those tasks.

 

In his poetic talks about tragedy, Aristotle notes that “imitation is natural 

for humans, and it happens from their childhood, but all humans take 

pleasure in imitations.” Hence his definition of tragedy: “The imitation 

of an action that is serious and also, as having magnitude, complete 

in itself; in language with pleasurable acces sories, each kind brought 

in separately in the parts of the work; in a dramatic, not in a narrative 

form; with in cidents arousing pity and fear, wherewith to accomplish 

its catharsis of such emotions.”  It is worth taking the time to explain 

Aristotle’s definition, as serious play uses the same ingredients and the 

same supports as those of a tragedy. Within a company, play becomes 

a real theater play during which the players experiment the famous 

“catharsis”. It enables them to free themselves of their worries about  

changes, through a revelation (a Eureka effect, to remain within the 

context of ancient Greece), which allows them to better face the future.

Many simulations that are available on the professional training market 

are improperly named “games”, as they do not call for any interaction 

between teams, and cause no Eureka effect. In general, participants 

would acknowledge the sophistication of such a simulation, while 

also expressing a significant level of boredom and not being able to 

summarize what they have learned in less than 10 words. That is why, at 

Value Games, we have come up with a more precise definition of what a 

serious game should be:

The games provided by Value Games allow for exploration of 

a real business environment within a limited timeframe and 

without any risk; participants interact according to the rules and 

constraints, so as to reach a simple and pre-established objective.

Thanks to the game, they intensely live, in a fun and instructive 

manner, a memorable experience with a clear “Eureka” effect: this 

effect changes everything, enabling them to improve their skills.
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SECOND STORY: DETECT TALENTS, 
THEN SET THEM FREE 

One of the partners in the Value Game team started his career as a 

shift manager, in a Mars plant in Strasbourg. This was one of the most 

beautiful jobs there is, especially for the night shift, during which the 

shift manager is the only one in command on an operation that can roll 

out up to 300 tons of products in 8 hours. The position entails an array 

of responsibilities, from safety to taking the best possible care of the 

teams under one’s supervision. The nickname workers gave each other 

were very colorful; one of the members, called Robert, was dubbed “the 

kaminess”, for a mysterious reason. Robert was a self-taught man, who, 

in his late fifties, operated “the stork”, a hydrostatic steriliser, located at 

the heart of the factory. Should the stork stop for an extended amount of 

time, the entire production could be destroyed due to over-sterilisation. 

The position bore huge responsibilities, and Robert was the undisputed 

master of the stork, of which the control buttons were as intricate as the 

ones in an airplane cockpit.

 

In 1986, a new plant dedicated to the César and Sheba brands had 

just opened on the same site, and it had been designed around a 

revolutionary concept of work organisation, which had been suggested 

by the young shift manager: the “artisanal operator”. According to this 

method, the operator was really the general manager of his machine, 

in charge of production, quality, servicing and new works. This position 

required enormous skills, requiring training in electromechanics, 

because they combined the logical reasoning of electricians and the 

resourceful empiricism of mechanics.

OBSERVE
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One day, to the great surprise of his shift manager, Robert asked him 

to become the artisanal operator in the new plant. It was an enormous 

challenge for him and, at the same time, an important loss for the team, 

because Robert really was the best man at his job. Robert applied for the 

new job and he got it. 

 

During the following team meeting, sharing the good news of Robert’s 

promotion with everyone, the young shift manager asked:

— By the way, why do they call you “the kaminess”, Robert?

— That is because, when he was young, Robert was a “kaminess”, 

answered Charles, the team’s father figure (as a token of the team’s 

cohesion, and as proof of the humility that goes with it, questions asked 

to one worker were often answered by another).

— Care to explain?

— A “kaminess”, is a chimney sweeper, Charles said laughing. As would 

be discovered later, “kaminess” is indeed a deformation of “Kamifäger”, 

which means “chimney sweeper” in Alsatian.

The moral to this story is that Robert had started working at 14 as a 

chimney sweeper, and dared leave his comfort zone in his late fifties  

in order to reach his personal holy grail of becoming an artisanal operator 

in the new plant. 

The shift manager’s job was simply to make Robert’s dream come 

true, instead of keeping him selfishly within his own team. It is also 

probable that Robert had confidence in himself to apply for the job, 

because during the two years when he was in charge, his young boss 

had focused his attention on the management of his people and their 

development, rather than operational tasks. His priority was to create a 

general atmosphere of trust, which he thought was the basis for team 

performance.

 

What that young team leader was doing instinctively then, has since 

become a method for the management of any transformation project. 

Gary Hamel called it the “Humanocracy” approach as opposed to a 

bureaucratic, task-oriented approach.
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THIRD STORY: THE METHOD COMES 
AT THE END 

— Alain, what objective are we setting to reduce next year’s stocks?

Best Foods France’s supply chain director, Alain, knew little 

about his new boss, Carlos Blanco, who had just become 

director of operations, so he stepped forward with some caution: 

— I think we can aim for 10%. Carlos smiled from ear to ear:

— You must be joking, Alain. We need to set a more ambitious objective. 

I suggest 50%.

The “suggestion” actually left little room for discussion. Both worried and 

motivated by this objective that seemed unattainable, Alain accepted 

the challenge and replied:

— OK, let us start with that. Do you know how to do it?

— No, answered Carlos.

— How will we learn then?

— By doing it.

FRAME
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Coming from a rigorous industrial company with a strong culture, this 

method sounded like improvisation to Alain. As his team progressed 

during the year, he discovered that beyond its apparent simplicity, the 

approach was, in reality, both fast and extremely efficient: it made it 

possible, in only one year, to effectively reduce stocks by 50%, to improve 

the service quality level by 30%, and to reduce production costs by 5%. 

They learned together as a team, and by doing it. The secret of the 

method was not in the technique, but, once again, in the development 

of a high-performance team, within which each member was trusting 

each other and in which everyone was working together towards an 

exciting common goal: accomplishing what seemed initially impossible.

Beyond those two fundamentals—confidence and a right cause for 

which to fight—the team’s quick learning method was what we now call 

today the OODA (observe / orient / decide / act) loop, which is a perfect 

complement to the classical PDCA. It is particularly adapted to a “quest” 

project, in which we know the objective, but not how to achieve it. 
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 FOURTH STORY: INSTINCT, 
IMAGINATION, COURAGE

From his five-year period with Air Liquide Welding, during which he was 

purchasing and supply chain director, the most beautiful project of one 

of our Value Game partners was without a doubt the development of a 

distributor of welding products, in all aspects similar to the snack vending 

machines we can find in train stations. This automatic distributing 

machine enables welders to self-serve without visiting the plant’s main 

storage area, but, most of all, based on a colorful expression crafted by 

one of the members of the Board of directors, to “camp at the client’s 

site” and be able to listen to him and address all his requests quickly. 

Later, this would become a flagship project for the business unit.

 

At first, this radical innovation was not adopted by everyone. It was 

even perceived as a distraction compared to other, more down to earth, 

projects. However, the director’s entrepreneurial spirit told him that the 

concept had a huge potential, mostly based on the enthusiasm among 

its final users, the welders. That is why he persevered despite resistance, 

drawing from that experience the following principle: “moving ahead 

pragmatically and learning by doing.” 

That experience shows that when one has a solid and deeply-rooted 

belief, one must not care about headwinds and instead go through with 

their idea. One can be wrong - which is not bad in itself - but the worst 

is to give up to peer pressure, which will cause eternal regrets and limit 

your future ability as an entrepreneur. According to Seneca, “It is not 

because things are hard that we do not dare, it is because we do not 

dare that they are difficult.”

FIFTH STORY:  
THE BENEVOLENT MISTAKE 

Each one of the Value Games partners became a consultant after an 

intense professional life. For one of them, his first years as a consultant 

were challenging; one failure that affected him most was a very 

embarrassing situation with a prospect, that he vividly remembers 

seventeen years later.  At the time, he met with the supply chain director 

of a large French food group - we shall call him Jean. Jean had identified 

our young consultant’s planning expertise and told him: 

— Contact the general manager of our subsidiary on my behalf, I know 

he has planning issues. Here’s his phone number. 

Keen to have a real first case to work on, our young consultant makes 

the call: 

— I’m calling you on behalf of Jean, who told me you had planning issues 

and that I could probably help you. 

— I actually have no planning problems, I do not know why Jean has told 

you that, replied the general manager. 

During his all life as an operational manager, our young consultant had 

never felt such a moment of solitude. This failure acted as a vaccine 

and, since then, all his contacts with prospects have been, by his own 

admission, a thousand times better prepared than that one. 

Taking into account that phenomenon, we added a few pitfalls in our 

Value Race game; they are meant to fester accelerated learning for 

those getting trapped, because we really learn more from our mistakes 

than from our successes. As Nelson Mandela said: “I never lose: either I 

win, or I learn.” It’s even truer with Value Race, in which mistakes hardly 

cost anything.

ACT MASTER
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SIXTH STORY:  
CARRIED OUT BY THE FLOW

Transmission, or passing on what we have received, lies at the core of the  

Value Race business game philosophy. Experience comes from meeting 

with leaders who know, beyond their vision and ability to make decisions, 

how to show human qualities that make us respect them and want to 

act like them. Such leaders are applying the Value Race principles today 

at Mars, BestFoods or Air Liquide.

 

The elegance shown by Mike, a great Chairman, who, upon his 

departure, wrote a letter to all his staff, urging them to “seize the 

day”, is still remembered today. The Latin expression – “Carpe diem” – 

impresses because it shows how it is possible to face life in general, but 

also in the business world. Indeed, many people in companies lose time 

rehashing the past, which turns into a justification culture. The Value 

Race business game rewards instead the team that better manages all 

three timeframes - past, present, and future - so as to make the right 

decisions, just like those leaders who can best “seize the day”.

 

The full commitment of Carlos, leader of operations, in everything he did 

was a source of dynamism. He kicked off his day by having breakfast with 

his close team members. After a quick “Good morning”, but before taking 

his first cup of coffee, he was asking, “OK, what are we doing today to 

solve today’s issue?”. Lunch was not much more relaxing. Carlos’s spirit 

is within Value Race’s DNA, with the notion of total commitment, which 

implies that anyone playing Value Race does not notice the time passing 

by, because they are literally caught up in the game from start to finish.

THRIVE
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Mauro’s mindset, in his role as a CEO, remains inspiring. He translated 

the expression “Dream Big” as “Dreams are free. We always have the 

choice between dreaming small or dreaming big. But since they are free, 

I prefer to dream big.” In the same spirit, he encouraged breakthrough 

innovations, by using funny quips: “The only two new business ideas I do 

not allow you to suggest are drug dealing and prostitution. Other than 

that, please, do not limit yourself, sky’s the only limit.” Such incentive led 

to the idea of going off the beaten path and innovating with the design 

and production of vending machines for welding products. which 

proved to be the Trojan horse of a new strategy: no longer simply be seen 

as welding supply providers, but become creators of welding solutions, 

recognised as such by our clients. Mauro’s spirit represents Value Race’s 

soul. Players can act along two different pathways: they can seek to win, 

based on an “avoid to lose” or “play to win” attitude; they can decide to 

cooperate or not with their competitors. The best players are those who 

play to win, while collaborating with their competitors.  We call them 

conquerors. Mauro was one of them.

Those stories, parts of lives and professional experiences, show that the 

genes of great leaders have been incorporated into Value Race, and 

that those genes, as well as others enriching this game, are just as many 

chess pieces with which the participants can play, to develop their own 

game, which will become a new story they will implement in real life. 

When you are playing chess at a certain level, you do not have fun 

anymore, because your mind is totally consumed by the idea of 

defeating your opponent. That is the infinite wealth of that game as well 

the total absence of luck that creates this phenomenon. A chess game 

is a battle between brains. The same principles are used in Value Race. 

As the number of variations in the parameters is gigantic, and, like in 

chess, there is no luck involved, the game’s almost limitless possibilities 

are keeping the players in a constant state of flow.
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THE SINGULARITY PATH

The Covid-19 pandemic has opened Pandora’s box, the consequences 

of which are hard to fathom for now. Only one thing is for sure: in this 

new protean world, learning how to learn quickly is not a luxury, but a 

matter of survival. Faced with such a challenge, the need for harmony 

becomes even more vital. In this environment, full of uncertainty, serious 

games can show the path to another way to adapt. This not only can 

help raise many people’s spirits, but also offers a fresh method to pass 

on knowledge.

 

As Peter Drucker puts it: “The best way to predict the future is to create it.” 

Each company must find its own singular pathway to the preservation of 

their DNA, while instantly changing shape, like Proteus. This challenge 

renders pre-made solutions, cooking recipes and formal training modes 

useless. So are traditional ways of passing on craftsmanship: while more 

qualitative than formal training, they cannot cope with the speed of 

change.

 

A serious game also makes it possible to keep the best of two 

worlds: industrialisation of knowledge through formal training and 

personalisation for traditional learning. To accomplish this miracle, the 

secret of the game consists, exactly like the messenger RNA within a cell, 

in transcribing various managerial genes into day-to-day operations, 

letting players create their own new singular ways of working. 

Value Games solutions provide an immersive experience: when the  

game is over, the participants are better able to accelerate the 

transformation process they wish to lead in their own professional lives. 
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